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French Accounting Firm Segeco Joins
PrimeGlobal
The global accounting network PrimeGlobal has added the French accounting �rm
Segeco to the Association’s Europe, Middle East & Africa Region.

Apr. 14, 2017

The global accounting network PrimeGlobal has added the French accounting �rm
Segeco to the Association’s Europe, Middle East & Africa Region. 

Segeco, a full-service accounting, auditing, tax advisory and consultancy �rm, was
founded in 1973, in Le Puy-en-Velay (Loire), France. CEO Jean-Loup Rogé acquired
the practice and its 190 employees in 2007.  Today, Segeco has grown to 700
employees in 46 of�ces.  The �rm is based in Lyon, and has other main hubs in Paris,
Toulouse, Clermont-Ferrand, Nantes, and Annecy, with other of�ces located
throughout France. Segeco represents a wide range of clients that operate regionally
and internationally.

In addition to providing quality standard accounting and audit services, Segego is
experienced in providing quality executive search, cyber security, and develops
digital solutions for sales and operations planning services (Koolog©), process
dematerialization & collaborative software (WIF©), as well as information system
supervision (Sinelis©).  Segeco also operates with a law �rm, specializing in social
law, tax and business law, litigation and intellectual property.

Both PrimeGlobal and EMEA Chief Regional Of�cer, Thierry Delvaux, are very
pleased to welcome Segeco on board. PrimeGlobal is among the strongest
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associations of independent accounting �rms in the world, comprised of
approximately 300 highly successful independent public accounting �rms in 85
countries. PrimeGlobal provides its independent member �rms with tools and
resources to help them furnish superior accounting, auditing, tax and management
services to clients around the globe. Through PrimeGlobal, independent member
�rms offer the strength and capabilities of a large, worldwide organization with
technical depth and geographic reach impossible for a local �rm alone.

To �nd out more about Segeco, please visit the �rm’s website at http://segeco.fr/.
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